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Welcome to Our Impact Report

In recent years we have diversified our 
activities, and our services now include 
business support, business finance, event 
management, employability services, asset 
development and software testing. We are 
aware of the economic and social impact but 
recognise the need to systematically gather 
and share this evidence with others.

The year 2011 commenced with significant 
risk identified across the Group, mainly due 
to a range of programmes that were due to 

conclude between March and June of that year. We prepared well for gaps in 
service delivery and built partnerships and successor programmes capable 
of winning new contracts.

Against a backdrop of continuing economic turbulence and public sector 
austerity, we were therefore able to bring forward a range of programmes in 
2011 that were designed to achieve significant economic and social impact.

This report takes stock of our work and its impacts during 2011. It describes 
the ways that we brought about change and uses relevant evidence to 
illustrate our main achievements.

The report is intended for our staff teams, our Boards of Trustees, national, 
local and international partners, and numerous other stakeholders who share 
an interest in our work.

We hope that you enjoy reading the report and that it adequately conveys 
the incredible contribution that everyone at the CEiS Group made towards 
achieving our impact in 2011.

Gerry Higgins
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Welcome to the first Impact Report for the CEiS Group; 
our first attempt to bring together and describe the many 
positive changes that we bring about for the people, 
enterprises, and communities of Scotland.

• Leading the Just Enterprise 
Consortium to secure the 
contract to deliver business 
support to enterprising 
third sector organisations in 
Scotland (2011-2013)

• CEiS Ayrshire winning 
employability contracts with 
the North Ayrshire Community 
Planning Partnership and Skills 
Development Scotland

• DSL securing the contract to 
support the Poppyscotland 
and The Royal British Legion 
“Be the Boss” programme

• Specialisterne Scotland 
securing its first significant 
commercial contract with the 
public services division of the 
Amor Group

• Confirming an extension to 
deliver the Big Lottery Fund 
“Our Place” programme, 
allowing us to continue to 
develop community capacity in 
disadvantaged areas into 2012

• Working with Senscot and 
Social Firms Scotland to 
form Ready for Business 
LLP to secure and deliver a 
programme to “Develop Public 
Sector Markets” for third sector 
delivery

• CEiS Events securing the 
contract to manage “Social 
Enterprise Exchange”, the 
largest social enterprise event 
in the world in 2012.

2011
HIGHLIGHTS
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The CEiS Group

Over the course 
of three decades 
CEiS has worked to bring a business 
perspective to the achievement of 
social and economic objectives. From 
relatively modest beginnings in Govan 
many years ago, we have steadily 
grown our impact across Scotland 
and internationally.

The
CEiS Group
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www.ceis.org.uk

About the CEiS Group

Established in 
1984, we offer 

specialist support 
to enterprising 
third sector 
organisations. Our role is to 
support existing, emerging and 
aspiring organisations to become 
sustainable businesses; albeit 
businesses that fulfil a strong social 
purpose.

In 2011…
Staff: ........................................19
Board members: ...................11
Trainees: ..................................... 1
Turnover: .................£1.22m
% Trading income: ....100%

i

i

ii iii

iv v

CEiS is an organisation 
with a proud history and 
pioneering spirit. For 28 
years we have remained 
true to our core purpose, 
while continually extending 
our reach, influence, and 
impact. 

The CEiS Group continues 
to grow both in scale and 
significance. During 2011 the 
Group had a collective turnover 
of almost £4m and a staff 
team of 61 people (including 
Social Value Lab, a new trading 
venture).
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www.specialisternescotland.org

www.ceisayrshire.co.uk

www.dsl-businessfinance.co.uk

www.ceis.org.uk/event-management

Established 
in 2010, 

Specialisterne is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary that operates under 
licence from Specialisterne 
Denmark. The company’s focus is 
providing employment for people 
with an Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD), through the provision 
of software testing and web 
development services.

CEiS Ayrshire is 
our employability 

and regeneration 
social enterprise. 
It delivers a 
comprehensive package of 
employability, community 
regeneration, recruitment, 
workforce development, and 
training solutions within Ayrshire 
and Dumfries & Galloway.

Established in 1993, 
DSL is committed 

to providing access 
to affordable finance 
for businesses in 
disadvantaged 
communities. A 
subsidiary of CEiS, it is an ethical 
lender that provides access to 
finance for both private businesses 
and social enterprises.

Established in 2007, our CEiS 
Events team offers a full 

events planning and management 
service. It has delivered an 
expanding portfolio of events 
which includes conferences, 
study visit programmes, seminars, 
gala dinners, and high profile 
government events.

In 2011…
Staff: ..........................................11
Board members: ...................4
Trainees: ...................................11
Turnover: ...................£377k
% Trading income: .........16%
2012 FORECAST: 72% trading income

In 2011…
Staff: ........................................ 21
Board members: ...................4
Trainees: ...................................0
Turnover: ................£1.49m
% Trading income: .......82%

In 2011…
Staff: ..........................................4
Board members: ....................7
Trainees: ...................................0
Turnover: ....................£419k
% Trading income: ...... 64%

In 2011…
Staff: .......................................... 3
Board members: ..part of CEiS

Trainees: ...................................0
Turnover: ....................£136k
% Trading income: ....100%

ii

iii

iv

v

Most recently, in late 

2010, we worked with 

others to establish Social 

Value Lab as a new R&D 

company intended to 

generate evidence and drive 

innovation in the field of 

social enterprise. Although 

part of the CEiS family we 

have excluded Social Value 

Lab from our 2011 Impact 

Report, but will report further 

on its impact in 

coming years.

www.socialvaluelab.org.uk
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Strengthening 
communities

Supporting
individuals

...immediate impact 

...contributing to national outcomes 

Growing
enterprises

Achieving
international Influence 

National
Outcome:

We have tackled 
the significant 

inequalities in 
Scottish society.

National Outcome:
Our public services 
are high quality, 

continually 
improving, efficient 

and responsive 
to local people’s 

needs.

National Outcome:
We live in well-designed, sustainable places 

where we are able to access the amenities and 
services we need

National Outcome:
We have strong, resilient and supportive 

communities where people take responsibility 
for their own actions and how they affect 

others.

National 
Outcome:
We realise our 

full economic 
potential with 

more and better 
employment 

opportunities for our 
people.

National Outcome:
We live in a Scotland 

that is the most 
attractive place for 

doing business in 
Europe.

Making Change Happen

The CEiS Group creates impact in many ways. We support National 
Outcomes which aim to make Scotland a better place to live and a more 
prosperous and successful country.

We assist individuals to gain employment, we build capacity in Scottish 
communities, we support economic growth through business support and 
finance services, and we exert influence internationally for the benefit of 
Scotland. We generate and amplify our local impacts to contribute towards 
the Scottish Government’s National Outcomes.
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Reporting on Social Impact

We recognise that to be a sustainable social enterprise we must also be an 
effective one; continuing to create social value for our many stakeholders 
and adequately communicating this value to all.

All parts of the CEiS Group already 
gather a range of qualitative 
and quantitative performance 
information. This includes internal 
monitoring data as well as external 
evaluation evidence. This ensures 
that the progress of each project, 
service, and programme can be 
systematically tracked and that 
performance can be routinely 
reported to our stakeholders using 
agreed Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs). 

We recognise the importance 
of having an outcomes focus; 
articulating clearly the changes 
that we seek to bring about and 
then counting what really matters 
in this respect. This is the essence 
of our growing interest in the field 
of social impact measurement. As 
such we continue to test a range of 
outcomes-based tools and impact 
measurement methodologies. 

This is the first full Impact Report 
for the CEiS Group; the first time 
that we have attempted to describe 
in a single place the many benefits 
we bring. The report spans the 
full range of activity delivered and 
impacts created across the Group. 

The report has been written to 
shine a light on the most significant 
impacts created by the Group 
during 2011. The Sections that follow 

2011 impact report

individuals enterprise

community international

use a mix of narrative, quantitative 
and qualitative data to explain the 
ways in which we create social 
value. It explores our impact on 
people, enterprises, communities, 
and on a national and international 
stage.

This document is intended to bring 
together the evidence that we 
collect and to report on it in a clear 
and accessible way.
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impacting on 
individuals

The CEiS Group recognises the important 

economic contribution that can be made 

by all of Scotland’s citizens. We work with 

individuals across the country – typically from 

disadvantaged communities and groups – to 

help unlock their potential and to ensure that 

they achieve their full potential.
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Unlocking
entrepreneurship:
Be the Boss

After I left the Royal 
Navy I worked as a 
personal trainer and 

ran boot camps for other 
companies. I realised I could do 
this for myself and set-up my 
own business earlier this year. 
The help I got from the 
‘Be The Boss’ scheme 
and DSL was invaluable.

Donald MacGregor
(FORMER CHIEF PETTY OFFICER, ROYAL 
NAVY), SCOTTISH MILITARY FITNESS

The Royal British Legion
Founded in 1921, a Registered Charity

Charity Registration No. 219279

In 2011 DSL Business Finance 

managed “Be the Boss” on 

behalf of Poppyscotland and The 

Royal British Legion. 

 

“Be the Boss” provides funding, 

training and mentoring support to 

UK Services leavers on how to run a 

successful small business. 

 

The fund is open to all ex-Service 

personnel, regardless of their 

discharge date and applicants can 

apply for  combined grant and loan 

funding up to £30,000.

Case Study:
BE THE BOSS
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Tackling Worklessness

In a year of rising unemployment, poverty, and escalating family hardship, we 
have redoubled efforts to provide a route back into sustainable employment 
for individuals who are economically inactive.

We established CEiS Ayrshire in 
2007 to help people gain new skills, 
move off benefits and into work, 
and progress in the workplace.

During 2011, CEiS Ayrshire delivered 
a comprehensive and integrated 
package of employability, 
community regeneration, training, 
recruitment and workforce 
development across Ayrshire and 
Dumfries and Galloway.

This encompassed a number 
of main contracts delivered on 
behalf of North Ayrshire Council’s 
Community Planning Partnership, 
Ingeus, Job Centre Plus, and others.

The success of the CEiS Ayrshire 
model in 2011 can be illustrated by 
a range of statistics. These relate to 
our core North Ayrshire integrated 
employability programme, and 
demonstrate continuing progress 
and strong performance on a range 
of fronts.

64% 59%

2011

0%

100%

2010

Participants with 
multiple barriers to 

employment

0%

100%

Demands placed on our CEiS Ayrshire team increased in 2011, and we 
accommodated an increasing number of unemployed people onto 

programmes.

Through CEiS Ayrshire in 2011 we deepened our engagement with 
clients facing numerous issues and barriers to employment. We 

continued to target the most disadvantaged within the labour market from 
among the growing ranks of the unemployed.

TARGET

1,674

1,513

1,929

2011

2010

Programme participants
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In 2011 we sought to maintain our volume of training activity, but while 
still above target this was somewhat less than in 2010.

Despite the adverse labour market conditions, we were able to increase 
the number of clients who returned to work with our help.

Central to the success in achieving impact during 2011 was the creative and 
effective use of community engagement, our ability to integrate services 
around the needs of unemployed people, and the increasing range of options 
we brought to connect people to employment, training, work experience and 
community work.

TARGET

739

774

829

2011

2010

Participants entering work

CLIENT 1 CLIENT 2 CLIENT 3

CLIENT 4

CLIENT 5

AGE: 45

NEED AND ACTION:
 Unemployed with over 15 years’ 

experience in construction.
 Received support with further 

training and assistance with 
jobsearch and job applications.

THE RESULT:
 Secured employment with a 

Plumbing & Heating company as a 
Driver/ Storesperson.

AGE: 20
NEED AND ACTION:
 Unemployed for nine months, when 

registered. Was previously not in 
employment, education or training 
(NEET).

 Matched to a work experience 
opportunity and provided with job-
specific training.

THE RESULT:
 The employer was pleased with 

performance on work placement and 
subsequently employed the client as 
a recycling operative.

AGE: 36

NEED AND ACTION:
 Although a qualified physiotherapist, 

the client was out of work for six 
months before registering.

 She was provided with advice and 
support to pursue self-employment.

THE RESULT:
 She secured finance for business 

start-up and subsequently started 
trading in January 2012 as a 
physiotherapist.

AGE: 48
NEED AND ACTION:
 Background as a plumbing and 

heating engineer, but was out of 
work when registered.

 Assisted with jobsearch advice, CVs, 
job applications, access to computer, 
and funding for interviews and travel.
THE RESULT:

 After a period of programme 
support lasting one year, the client 
was assisted into work as process 
operator in the Health Sciences 
sector.

AGE: 23
NEED AND ACTION:
 Unemployed with significant barriers 

to employment, including a criminal 
record and caring responsibilities.

 Received intensive support and 
guidance, as well as relevant training 
and further certification to eventually 
get her life back on track.

THE RESULT:
 After 20 months of intensive support 

she eventually reached the goal of 
employment.

What happened to CEiS Ayrshire Clients from 2011? Some Examples…

TARGET

397

428

412

2011

2010

Qualifications gained (full or part)
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Releasing Individual Potential

Autism has life-time consequences with a range of negative impacts on 
health, economic wellbeing, social integration and quality of life. The CEiS 
Group has been determined to turn this situation around and create a 
positive, lasting impact.

together, these interventions 
significantly increase the chances of 
people with ASD to move into and 
retain employment.

During 2011 the model was proven 
to work. Twenty four trainees 
with ASD – all unemployed before 
turning to Specialisterne – were 
supported during the year. Of the 
first group of 12 trainees completing 
the programme, eight achieved a 
recognised international certificate 
in Software Testing, and 10 were 
provided with employment as Test 
Analysts within Specialisterne (as 
full-time, part-time or associate 
employees). The second group 
will complete their training during 
March 2012.

  Trained by Specialisterne
  Trained and subsequently employed by Specialisterne

 Gained ISEB foundation certificate in Software Testing by the end of 2011

Group 1
Completed
March 2011

Group 2
October 2011 

to present

Training and Employment with
Specialisterne Scotland

We formed Specialisterne Scotland 
in 2010 with one primary aim; to 
provide employment opportunities 
for people with Autism Spectrum 
Disorder (ASD). Its goal is to create 
up to 60 new jobs by 2014, 75% of 
which will be for people with ASD. 
It does this by using the positive 
characteristics of autism – insight, 
precision, regularity – to provide 
software development and testing 
services on a commercial basis.

Specialisterne delivers a five-month 
Work Preparation Programme 
designed to enable people with 
ASD to move into employment. 
This entails Personal Competency 
Development, ASD specific systems 
of guidance and support, general 
IT skills training, and accredited 
Software Testing training. Taken 

The economic cost of 
autism in the UK

432,000
adults estimated to 

have either high or low 
functioning ASD

£3.1m
in average lifetime costs of 
supporting an adult with 
high functioning autism

£25bn
in aggregate annual costs 
of supporting adults with 

autism

Source: The Economic Costs of Autism, 2007
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A Specialisterne Employee Story…

Employee X struggled with employment 

for many years until they were diagnosed 

with autism. After coming to terms with the 

disability after losing their job, the individual 

found Specialisterne Scotland a life changing 

experience.

“When I started at Specialisterne I was at 

my lowest ebb. I had lost my job not long after revealing I was on 

the spectrum. I have sensory problems and find social interaction 

difficult, but I could still do my job perfectly well. However, my work 

performance soon started to suffer from the stress of adjusting to 

my recently diagnosed autism and from the pressure of not having 

my needs met. The issues I had which were easily addressed outside 

of the workplace proved to be liabilities within it. ”

While training at Specialisterne, Employee X secured an 

international certificate in software testing and a range of other 

technical skills. In recognition of the talents displayed, the trainee 

was employed as a Test analyst and was then given additional 

responsibilities as team leader and in supporting new trainees. The 

individual has also developed as an advocate for people with autism, 

and regularly blogs and interacts on associated online forums. 

“Specialisterne helped me to grow as a person. It gave me the 

confidence to be myself and push myself. I’ve learned a variety 

of new skills, I’m now interacting much more with people, and I’m 

now really widening my horizons. The faith, encouragement, and 

constant challenge from the support staff at Specialisterne have 

helped me to realise my potential. This really is a game-changer for 

people with autism. ”

Specialisterne 
helped me grow 

as a person... it gave 
me the confidence to 
be myself and 
push myself.

Specialisterne Scotland:
Social Return on Investment

An independently commissioned and executed Social Return on 
Investment (SROI) study estimated that for every £1 of public 
sector investment made into Specialisterne Scotland, the company 
would generate a “social return” of £4.06 when economic cost of 
supporting an individual with ASD was taken into account.

£1
of public

sector
investment

£4
of

“social return”
generated

=
for 

every
over
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Skills for Organisational Growth

Individual learning and skills are key to success in achieving economic 
prosperity, social mobility and personal development. We have sought 
to ensure that they also provide a platform for organisational growth, 
effectiveness, and good governance.

During 2011 we played a key role 
in delivering two key contracts for 
the Scottish Government that were 
aimed at improving the capabilities 
and performance of individuals 
within social enterprises across 
Scotland.  These programmes ran 
for one year, ending in 2011 and 
covered two themes central to 
organisational growth – tender 
writing and finance skills.

The Tender Writing Training 
programme developed the skills 
of key individuals within social 
enterprises to identify and bid for 
contracts. Courses were provided 
at introductory, intermediate and 
advanced levels, accommodating 
a wide range of knowledge and 

493
delegates attended the 

training from third sector 
organisations across 

Scotland

77%
of delegates felt more 

confident when reading 
tender documentation

53%
of participating 

organisations subsequently 
approached others about 
working collaboratively

30%
of participating 

organisations subsequently 
submitted tenders (half of 

these were successful)

SOURCE: Delegate Survey

experience. The programme was 
delivered in partnership with the 
Supplier Development Programme 
(SDP), Intellectual Assets Centre 
(IAC), Intend Business Development, 
and McClure Naismith.

The workshops 
were excellent. 
They gave me 

the training to write a 
decent bid, understand the 
terminology and tendering 
process, and where 
to find and register 
for contracts

Tender Writing 
Training Delegate

TENDER WRITING TRAINING
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CEIS were truly 
excellent and 
turned a fairly 

dry and difficult topic into 
an enjoyable and 
instructive three 
days of training.

Finance Training Delegate

The Finance Training 
programme developed the skills 
of key individuals in relation to 
controlling finances and financial 
planning. Training was designed 
for and delivered to a cross-section 
of delegates - ranging from those 
with little or no finance knowledge 
to those with significant financial 
responsibilities. The programme 
also incorporated an online training 
option.

FINANCE TRAINING

307
delegates attended the 

training from third sector 
organisations across 

Scotland

86%
overall delegate 

satisfaction rating achieved 
across the programme

88%
of delegates stated that 

their overall knowledge of 
finance had improved as a 

result of the training

96%
of delegates applied 
knowledge gained at 
the course to relevant 
situations within their 

organisation

SOURCE: Delegate Survey
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impacting on 
enterprise

The CEiS Group recognises the contribution 

of enterprise to Scotland’s economic growth. 

It works with private and social businesses to 

ensure that they realise their full economic 

potential and contribution.
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Growing Social Enterprises

Social enterprise is increasingly 
viewed as an important source of 
economic growth, a vital source of 
support for vulnerable communities, 
and a critical part of the reform of 
public services in Scotland. During 
2011, we strengthened our role in 
providing support for business growth 
to the sector.

Despite turbulent economic 
conditions in 2011, opportunities for 
growth and demand for business 
development services remained 
strong among social enterprises. 
We responded through providing 
tailored business development 
support to aspiring, emerging, and 
growing social enterprises. 

The year 2011 was a period of 
transition in many respects for our 
Enterprise and Communities team 
as major programmes ended and 
new ones commenced. At the same 
time support arrangements became 
more integrated both at national 
and local level. 

Key Service Level Agreements and 
Contracts delivered during the year 
included:

• The Aspire to Enterprise 
Programme on behalf of the 
Scottish Government (ended in 
2011)

• Social Enterprise Support on 
behalf of both Glasgow City 
Council and the Glasgow Third 
Sector Interface (working with 
Glasgow Social Enterprise 
Network)

• The Just Enterprise Programme 
on behalf of the Scottish 
Government (commenced in 2011 
– see ‘New Programmes’) 

The successful Aspire to Enterprise 
programme had earlier been 
developed as the first nationally 
coherent programme of business 
support to social enterprises in 
Scotland. The programme realised 
significant benefits over the three 
years to March 2011. It was delivered 
by a consortium led by CEiS, which 
included Forth Sector Development, 
Community Enterprise Ltd, and 
Lanarkshire Enterprise Services. 

Across our client portfolio in 2011 
we saw clients getting stronger 
and more confident despite 

Aspire to Enterprise 
(2008-11)

218
assignments undertaken in 

areas such as business planning, 
feasibility studies, financial 
strategies, market research, 

replication strategies

29
seminars and training events 

delivered across Scotland

81%
of clients already or planning 

to take forward a new product/
service as a result of support 

provided

80%
of clients reporting a growth 

in turnover 12 months after the 
business support intervention

SOURCE:
Internal data and external evaluation evidence

The marketing 
plan produced by 
CEiS was a very 

comprehensive and well 
written document which 
we were happy to adopt in 
its entirety. Since then we 
have started to successfully 
develop the schools market 
in particular and we have 
also recently secured £880k 
of funding for phase one 
of our project and I believe 
this plan has assisted in 
attracting this 
funding to our 
project.

Robert Pollock
CHAIRMAN, NEWMILNS SNOW AND 
SPORTS COMPLEX

NEW PROGRAMMES IN 2011: Just Enterprise

A CEiS-led consortium was successful during 2011 in securing the 

contract to deliver the Scottish Government’s national programme 

of business support to the enterprising third sector. Initiated in May 

2011, programme-wide outputs during the second half of the year 

included:

• 79 organisations receiving business & development support

• 173 organisations receiving client management support

• 8 organisations receiving support in bidding for contracts

• 75 individuals undertaking training in Finance and Tender Writing

Running up to May 2013 this two-year programme will significantly 

grow the turnover and employment of Scotland’s enterprising third 

sector.

NEW

difficult trading conditions, and 
better equipped to grow revenues, 
services, and employment. In 
some cases the combination of 
programmes and resources at our 
disposal enabled us to form longer-
term relationships with clients and 
therefore foster greater impacts.
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Supporting
organisational
growth:
Community
Transport
Glasgow

Community Transport Glasgow (CTG) 

is a social enterprise 

that promotes and supports the delivery of high quality, 

reliable, accessible transport to the communities of 

Glasgow.

Since 2007, CTG has undergone internal restructuring, 

consolidation and growth in its core transport business 

as well as the development of new services. Over the 

same period, CEiS has continued to work with CTG 

across a range of areas in support of its development 

and growth including: market research; stakeholder 

consultations; feasibility studies; new service planning; 

governance support; finance and business planning.

Following support from CEiS in its most recent business 

planning cycle, CTG secured a finance package to 

support the organisation to scale-up its current 

transport business and to introduce new transport, 

training, and vehicle repair and maintenance services. 

It is anticipated that these developments will result in 

increased turnover, new jobs and a more sustainable 

organisation.

Case Study:
COMMUNITY TRANSPORT GLASGOW

CTG as an organisation has expanded and developed rapidly since 
it started in 2005. Our success and progress is due, in part, to the 
partnership we have formed with CEiS. The expertise, assistance 

and support of the staff in relation to business support have allowed us 
to work towards our goals and have been invaluable. We hope 
that we can continue to work with CEiS to assist in our future 
developments.

April Mirrlees
COMMUNITY TRANSPORT GLASGOW
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Crisis Management

The Third Sector in 
Scotland is now facing 
the combined effects of 
a challenging economic 
environment and increased 
demand for services. As 
public spending cuts 
accelerated and deepened 
in 2011 we provided a crisis 
management service that 
assisted organisations to 
weather the storm and to 
build their resilience.

Our crisis management services are 
provided to social enterprises that 
are experiencing a range of critical 
issues that threaten survival.

In each case we work with 
organisations to quickly and 
clearly identify the cause of the 
problem, before proposing clear 
and actionable ways to make 
improvements. Speed of response is 
critical.

In 2011 we delivered financial and 
operational crisis management 
services to five organisations. 
Specialist input from CEiS staff 
included:

• Financial reviews
• Service reviews
• Logistics reviews
• Financial planning
• Recovery plans
• Turn-around strategies
• Creditor liaison
• Service costing

Our experience demonstrates that 
where organisations have recorded 
losses in successive years and 
are unsure of how to turn things 
around, we can set them on the 
right track. Where organisations 
are on the brink of collapse, we 
can help to resolve or rescue the 
situation.

CASE STUDY A: Growing Pains 

Organisation A provides employment and volunteering opportunities for people 
on the ‘margins’ of the labour market through a service-based social enterprise. 
Over a relatively short period of time, it expanded service delivery to two 
locations, significantly increasing turnover in the process. However, due to this 
rapid expansion the organisation found itself on the verge of collapse.

The CEiS team engaged with the client for an intensive 3-day review that helped 
to assess:

• The true financial position 
• The quality and adequacy of financial controls 
• That logistics processes and procedures were ‘fit-for-purpose’
• The strategy for future operations that would reduce risk 

All staff members were consulted to identify potential weaknesses in the 
organisation and to gain their ‘buy-in’ to changes that might have to be made. 
Improvements were proposed to address weaknesses in management structure 
and in operational, logistic and financial processes.

CASE STUDY B: In Crisis

Organisation B is a charity that operates a community centre with social and 
educational facilities. In addition, it has a trading arm that is intended to generate 
profits in order to help to fund the charity. However, both the charity and trading 
arm ran into financial difficulties due to a number of issues including a lack of 
financial planning, out of control expenditure, and insufficient levels of generated 
income to cover operational and financial commitments.

During an initial 4-day assignment the CEiS team adopted the role of ‘crisis 
manager’ to work with existing staff and board members to:

• Plan and deliver a monthly financial operational plan 
• Ensure that all funding applications were made in full
• Agree necessary cost reductions and implementation of the financial plan
• Conduct discussions with relevant creditors to implement a payment plan
• Liaise with solicitors, accountants and bankers to agree courses of action

These actions were required to stabilise operations, while longer term solutions 
were found to underlying challenges.

CASE STUDY C: Mounting losses

Organisation C has been in operation for almost 30 years, managing retail 
operations to support its social purpose. Over the preceding few years its retail 
outlets had been severely affected by both the recession and the move to internet 
trading. Trading losses incurred in consecutive years had eroded the level of 
reserves in the organisation leaving it in a perilous state and in urgent need of a 
strategy for recovery. 

CEiS engaged with senior management and board members to assess the current 
financial situation and the principal reasons for it. Initially, the review investigated:

• Financial performance for the last 5 years using key indicators
• Sales by shop and by product sector for each shop
• Gross margin by shop and by product sector for each shop
• The cost base and staffing levels for the organisation and each shop
• Latest footfall and sales for over a 3-month period 

This analysis provided the basis for a number of strategic options produced 
for the board, outlining potential routes that could be taken in order for the 
organisation to return to profitability.
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Opening Public Markets

The public sector in Scotland is now doing more than ever to realise the full 
benefits that its spending can bring. We have therefore worked with partners 
to maximise the contribution of the third sector to public service reform, to 
sustainable procurement, and to achieving best value for public funds.

During 2011 we deepened our 
partnership with Senscot and Social 
Firms Scotland, to deliver and 
expand the Ready for Business (RfB) 
programme. This was a concerted 
attempt to maximise value for 
public sector commissioners and 
buyers through promoting positive 
engagement with the third sector.

During 2011 our RfB programme 
steadily expanded its register 
of ‘business ready’ third sector 
organisations. This register was 
made available to public sector 
buyers and prospective private 
sector partners. In turn this has 
led to a range of new business 
opportunities for the third sector.

We also provided capacity building 
support for clusters of, as well as 
individual social enterprises. This 
supported the development of 
consortia to bid for contracts in a 
diversity of fields. This work developed 
the collaborative capacity, confidence, 
and ‘business readiness’ of 12 clusters 
of third sector organisations.
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Ready for Business:
Phase 1 (2010-11)

381
social enterprises 

registered on the Ready 
for Business procurement 

portal

750
Tenders promoted to 

prospective third sector 
suppliers

6
public sector contracts 
incorporate Community 

Benefit Clauses

12
clusters/consortia of 

third sector organisations 
assisted to come together 

to bid for contracts

SOURCE: Internal CEiS Group monitoring data

NEW PROGRAMMES IN 2011:

Embedding social value through sustainable 
procurement

In October 2011 RfB LLP was awarded the Scottish Government 

contract to deliver the 18 month Developing Markets for Third Sector 

Providers programme. Working in a consortium comprising KPMG, 

Social Value Lab and MacRoberts LLP this will help to roll out the use 

of approaches by the public sector such as Public Social Partnerships 

(PSP) and Community Benefit Clauses (CBC). This provides a unique 

opportunity to maximise the social value achieved from public sector 

buying and to grow the role of the third sector in public service 

delivery.

NEW

Provided with impetus in Glasgow 
by the 2014 Commonwealth Games, 
together with our partners, we 
have worked with public bodies 
to introduce Community Benefit 
Clauses in public contracts. 
Assistance was provided to 
the Scottish Government and 
three local authorities (Glasgow, 
Falkirk and North Lanarkshire) 
to introduce appropriate Clauses 
into procurement processes. 
This in turn has helped to realise 
opportunities for social enterprises 
in waste management, construction, 
regeneration, and energy assistance 
contracts.

During 2011 CEiS, Senscot and 
Social Firms Scotland partners 
came together to form Ready 
for Business LLP as a vehicle to 
strengthen engagement across the 
public sector. This led to the award 
of a major contract towards the end 
of 2011 that will be instrumental in 
growing the role of the third sector 
in the public services market in 
2012, 2013 and beyond.

CEiS and Ready for Business were fundamental to 
Viridor understanding and accessing Scotland’s third 
sector. CEiS and Ready for Business guided Viridor 

through what was a new area for us, helping the Company 
assess the range of services that social enterprise can deliver 
and the capacity and capability within the sector. Their work 
will be fundamental in realising community benefits in major 
public sector procurements, has opened our eyes 
to partnership opportunities, and will mean real and 
tangible benefits for Scotland’s social enterprises.

Martin Grey
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, VIRIDOR
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Ready for Business:
Kibbleworks,
winning business

Case Study:
KIBBLEWORKS

Based in Paisley but providing services 

across Glasgow and the West of 

Scotland, KibbleWorks provides employment training 

for young people disadvantaged in the labour market by 

social circumstances, education or lack of opportunity.

Project OsKar is one of the organisation’s social 

enterprises which focuses on recycling, painting and 

grounds maintenance services. Through engaging 

with Ready for Business, which provided a facilitated 

introduction service for private sector organisations 

seeking to engage with social enterprises to fulfil 

their community benefit obligations, Project OsKar 

successfully won a contract to paint the hoardings 

surrounding the construction site of the new South 

Glasgow Hospital in Govan.

As a result of this, over a 6 week period, 6 young 

people have gained invaluable work experience 

including practical skills and exposure to the discipline, 

responsibility and social skills required to contribute 

effectively in a working environment. Furthermore, 

the young people have gained in confidence from this 

experience and moved closer to the employment market.
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Business Generation

At a time of great economic and institutional turbulence there are many 
opportunities arising for new social ventures; these have the potential for 
both scale and replication. We are committed to stimulating and supporting 
high potential social enterprise activity.

We take a proactive approach, 
fostering new social enterprises from 
established organisations in order to 
accelerate revenue growth and job 
creation within the sector. This is a 
low volume, high value approach.

Principally through our three-year 
Investing in Enterprise programme, 
we identify and match potentially 
sustainable market opportunities 
with already sustainable social 
enterprises and then support these 
to get off the ground.

£1.8m
REVENUE
GROWTH

2011 PROJECTION

£6.4m
REVENUE
GROWTH

18
ENTERPRISES

FORMED

2011 PROJECTION

21
ENTERPRISES

FORMED

152
JOBS

CREATED

2011 PROJECTION

216
JOBS

CREATED

Taking stock of three-year targetsWe have been 
working with the 
CEiS Investing in 

Enterprise team for the past 
three years. This has assisted 
the management and staff to 
take forward developments 
outlined in our business 
plan; securing a lease for 
new grounds, expanding 
the service, and attracting 
capital and revenue 
funding for these 
new developments.

Sharon Gemmell
MANAGER,
PARKLEA BRANCHING OUT

During 2011, Glasgow, Inverclyde, 
and North Ayrshire provided 
the focus of our business 
generation activity. In these areas 
development and consultancy 
support was provided to support 
the development of new social 
enterprises. This was part-funded 
by public sector support.

Based on the groundwork carried 
out during 2010 and 2011 this 
activity is projected to give rise 
to 21 new social enterprises with 

a combined revenue growth of 
£6.4m.

A thorough process of market 
appraisal, business planning, 
partnership development, and 
start-up support has been 
critical to the success of our 
business generation programme. 
Our experience suggests that 
new ventures of this scale and 
significance take time to get off 
the ground, but that the impact is 
hugely significant.

TARGET TARGET

TARGET
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Generating new
business
opportunities:
Food for thought,
a social enterprise
market garden

Case Study:
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

In 2009, CEiS conducted a feasibility study into the 

viability of a market garden business as a sustainable 

social enterprise in Glasgow. This was commissioned by 

Glasgow City Council through the Investing in Enterprise 

programme. An initial market assessment concluded 

that a viable market opportunity did exist. Supported 

by GCC’s Development and Regeneration Services and 

Land and Environmental Services departments, CEiS then 

identified a potential site and developed a business model 

for a social enterprise with the primary social purpose of 

providing training and employment opportunities for people 

disadvantaged in the labour market.

The next stage of our work involved helping to identify a 

suitable social enterprise with which to develop this market 

opportunity, based on their expertise, capacity and growth 

ambition. In 2011, an established organisation formally 

expressed its interest to Glasgow City Council in hosting this 

enterprise and submitted a proposal for its development 

and operation based on the original CEiS business model. 

CEiS will continue to provide enterprise support, where 

appropriate, in order to help build this new business. A 

similar approach has since been replicated with other 

market opportunities and local authorities.

Working with CEiS 
on the market garden 
project has been a 

very positive experience. It is 
a dynamic and professional 
organisation with reliable and 
imaginative staff who gave me 
support throughout the 
whole development 
process and beyond.

Alan Davidson
PRINCIPAL OFFICER (ECONOMIC & 
SOCIAL INITIATIVES) DEVELOPMENT & 
REGENERATION SERVICES,
GLASGOW CITY COUNCIL
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Financing
new
business:
Loan
finance for
Scallops Direct

Because DSL are 
a social enterprise 
they could offer the 

right type of support. Our 
bank offered us very limited 
support but this appears to be a 
common problem
for small businesses 
due to the state of the 
economy.

Geoff Tunstall
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR AND FOUNDER OF 
SCALLOPS DIRECT

Scallops Direct is a social 

enterprise which 

started trading in Annan in August 2011. Two 

years in planning, a huge effort had been 

made by social entrepreneurs Siobahn Hoare 

and Geoff Tunstall to raise the finance needed 

to take on a building, get equipment, recruit 

and train staff, and provide for initial cash 

flow.

Loan finance from DSL became a critical part 

of a financial package, which also included 

grants from Firstport, Dumfries and Galloway 

Council, and the European Fisheries Fund.

With support from DSL, Scallops Direct now 

employs seven staff and hopes to create 

further jobs in the near future. Partnerships 

with the private sector, including a local 

trawler company and a frozen foods 

manufacturer, will give this important social 

business entry into new markets.

Case Study:
SCALLOPS DIRECT
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Providing Access to Finance

The continued impact of the global downturn during 2011 affected 
businesses, large and small, throughout Scotland. Tough credit conditions 
for small businesses, and severe cashflow problems, meant that the supply 
of finance from DSL Business Finance (part of the CEiS Group) was more 
important than ever.

DSL Business Finance was 
established in 1993 to provide loans 
for businesses that were unable 
to access funding from banks and 
other traditional sources. Since then 
we have invested £9.5m in 940 
businesses across the central belt of 
Scotland, creating 2,804 jobs.

The prevailing economic conditions 
meant that the funds managed 
by DSL during 2011 have never 
been subject to greater demand. 
However, the vulnerability of the 
businesses approaching DSL has 
also made lending increasingly risky 
(particularly given the role of DSL 
as lender of last resort).

During 2011, we received loan 
applications of £2.38m and 
made investments in 41 new and 
established businesses (including 
four social enterprises) to a value of 
£477k. Encouragingly, this lending 
is giving rise to a projected 70 new 
jobs, is protecting another 63 jobs, 
and is creating self-employment 
opportunities for 21 people.

of loans, which resulted in £5.1m 
of increased turnover in the 
enterprises supported. In other 
words for every £1 invested, our 
clients create £4 in turnover.

Current Funds

SME BUSINESS FINANCE

DSL is the only non-profit lender in Scotland to offer the Enterprise 
Finance Guarantee (EFG), a government-backed loan guarantee 
scheme open to SMEs. This enables start-up and existing businesses 
without adequate security to borrow between £5k and £30k from DSL.

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE FINANCE

Loans of between £5k and £50k are made available to social 
enterprises throughout Scotland. Pre and post loan advice and 
guidance is provided by the team at DSL.

BE THE BOSS
(POPPYSCOTLAND AND THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION)

In 2011, DSL assessed and managed Be the Boss in Scotland. This is 
a grant and loan fund open to all ex-Service personnel. Applicants 
can get a 25% grant combined with 75% loan, up to £30,000. In 2012, 
DSL will quality check all UK applicants to the fund prior to being 
considered for a loan.

NATIONAL MICROCREDIT PROGRAMME
(SCOTTISH ENTERPRISE)

DSL has managed this fund since 2002, issuing and managing 166 
loans with a value of £0.5m to predominately women-owned owned 
businesses in Scotland. The fund has now ceased but DSL still 
manages repayments and undertakes general fund management.

In addition to helping fund job 
creation, a DSL loan will fund 
businesses to expand and grow. 
Between November 2008 and 
January 2011 DSL issued £1.2m 

...for every £1 

invested, our 

clients create 

£4 in turnover.
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NEW PROGRAMMES IN 2011:

The Enterprise Growth Fund

During 2011, the CEiS Group was a partner in a consortium awarded a contract to manage the 

Scottish Government’s Enterprise Growth Fund. This Fund aims to make strategic investments in 

ambitious and enterprising third sector organisations across Scotland; enabling them to develop, 

grow and become more sustainable. The Fund made awards of between £25,000 and £200,000 by 

way of a two-stage application process. The application, appraisal, and grant management expertise 

that we were able to offer has now helped to successfully channel the first £6m of investment into a 

portfolio of 60 enterprising third sector organisations with significant potential for growth.

NEW

Loan
Applications

Loan
Approvals

Channeling Investment, Creating Job Outcomes

150 Loan Applications,
£2.38m in loan value

41 Loans Issued,
£477k in loan value

16 ESTABLISHED
BUSINESSES
SUPPORTED

22 Jobs Created

63 Jobs maintained

OUTCOMES...

25 START-UP
BUSINESSES
SUPPORTED

21 Self-Employed 

48 Jobs Created

The economic conditions evident 
since 2009 have given rise to 
the need for more sophisticated 
forms of social investment; ones 
which blend social and financial 
returns and meet the needs of 
particular economic sectors. Having 
investigated needs during 2011, 
we will bring forward new market 
offerings in 2012.
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impacting on 
communities

CEiS has worked in and for communities 

over many years. Today our focus is on 

ensuring that local people have a real say in 

the decisions that affect them, on actively 

developing local capacity and assets, and 

on helping communities to realise their full 

economic potential.
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Working in Communities

From its origins in Govan many years 
ago, we have steadily extended our 
reach. Each part of the CEiS Group 
has channelled resources and support 
towards those communities where 
needs are greatest.

Wild Scotland, Perth

Wild Scotland is the not-for-profit body 
representing nature-based tourism in Scotland. 
In December 2011, CEiS Events organised the 
Association’s annual conference in Perth for 
over 100 delegates. This enabled stakeholders 
from across Scotland to come together and 
plan for the future of the industry.

Demonstrating Value, Strathpeffer

CEiS worked with Strathpeffer Pavilion, a multi-
functional Community Centre, to produce a 
Demonstrating Value Snapshot of its performance 
and the impact on the local community. The process 
enabled the Pavilion to detail performance in relation 
to local spend, employment, skills development, 
tourism and its importance to the community.

Our Place,
West of Scotland

The Big Lottery commissioned 
CEiS to provide support 
to residents and groups 
in three disadvantaged 
neighbourhoods – Moorpark, 
Roystonhill, and Greenock 
Town Centre & East. As a result 
of our work in these three 
areas, 13 groups successfully 
applied for around £2.7million 
of grant funding.

Access to Finance, 
Central Scotland

In 2011, DSL provided finance 
to 41 enterprises in Glasgow, 
Inverclyde, Renfrewshire, 
Edinburgh, Stirling, 
Falkirk, Argyll & Bute, and 
Lanarkshire. The focus 
was on areas of social and 
economic deprivation, with 
loans proving instrumental in 
creating and sustaining local 
jobs.

Tackling Worklessness,
South West Scotland

CEiS Ayrshire has delivered the Job Centre 
Plus Support Contract Programme since 
December 2009. In 2011, it delivered the 
programme on behalf of JHP Group (the only 
Prime contractor for Scotland) and in doing 
so transformed the employment prospects of 
residents of North Ayrshire, South Ayrshire, 
and Dumfries and Galloway.

Growing Enterprise, Scottish 
Borders

BDPA, soon to be trading as 
“Encompass”, provides support and 
guidance to individuals accessing care 
and support services. The business 
support provided by CEiS enabled 
directors and staff to work together, 
focus on the future, and develop their 
business strategy to deal with the 
introduction of Self Directed Support 
arrangements in the Scottish Borders.

During 2011, we made an impact in communities across 
Scotland from the Highlands in the north to the Scottish 

Borders in the south. An illustration of the mix and spread of 
impact is illustrated.

Wherever we target our support, we always work with and 
through local partners to ensure that services are joined 
up and impact is maximised.
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Working with and through
neighbourhood facilities:
Garnock Valley Work Clubs
in local libraries

The ability to engage creatively and directly with 

workless households in deprived communities 

is central to the success of CEiS Ayrshire in overcoming 

barriers to work, training, or community involvement. 

The Garnock Valley Work Clubs are an illustration of how 

effective local engagement was able to drive positive impact 

in 2011.

Having identified Dalry and Beith as relative ‘cold spots’ in 

need of attention, a partnership initiative was developed 

with local libraries whereby they hosted weekly Work Clubs. 

Here unemployed residents of the Garnock Valley have been 

able to attend a drop-in session and receive assistance with 

job search, CV and interview preparation, as well as financial 

assistance to ease their transition back to work. This service 

is promoted and delivered in collaboration with library staff. 

At a time when libraries all over Scotland are vulnerable to 

closure, this partnership initiative has given rise to a growing 

number of Garnock Valley residents accessing employment 

support (403 visits in a six-month period from March to 

November 2011), as well as a growing number of local 

people making use of library services.

Case Study:
GARNOCK VALLEY WORK CLUBS
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At the Heart of the Community:
Lambhill Stables 

Case Study:
LAMBHILL STABLES

Lambhill Stables is a vibrant community 

hub and social enterprise based 

in North Glasgow. It is a focal point for the community, 

providing local residents of all ages with the opportunity to 

take part in recreational activities, to enter into workplace 

training, and to develop as active citizens.

The Lambhill Stables Trust worked to restore the historic 

Stables to community ownership and to ensure that the 

eventually refurbished building was enjoyed by all of the 

community. CEiS has worked with the Trust for four years, 

initially developing the business plan that secured Big 

Lottery investment and enabled the refurbished building to 

open in June 2011.

More recently the CEiS team has worked with the Trust to 

establish new income streams from the Stables; in particular, 

opportunities related to the personalisation of social care 

services in the city. We enabled Lambhill Stables to engage 

directly with key service planners, positioning it to promote 

its unique services to Self-Directed Support budget holders 

across Glasgow.
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Developing Communities

Often communities with the greatest need have the lowest level of 
confidence, togetherness, and capacity. The CEiS Group therefore 
delivers targeted area-based programmes of community engagement and 
development support that enable residents and groups to lead change in 
their area.

After our earlier success in 
delivering development support 
as part of the Growing Community 
Assets Programme, we were 
commissioned by the Big Lottery to 
support the Our Place programme. 
This targeted £8.5m programme 
aims to address geographic 
inequality in accessing BIG Lottery 
funding in five communities; these 
areas also identified as experiencing 
high levels of deprivation and need.

During 2011 our Enterprise and 
Communities team provided 
development support to 

Our Place,
a Step-by-Step 

Approach

PROJECTSA VISION DELIVERY

Creating a 
package of 
fundable 

applications 
through building 

the capability, 
knowledge and 

networks of local 
organisations.

Engaging, building 
consensus, and 

developing 
a shared 

vision for the 
neighbourhood 

including specific 
needs and 
priorities.

Improving 
capacity of local 
groups to deliver 
effective projects 

by increasing 
access to grant 

funding, specialist 
support, and skills 

transfer.

STEP

2
STEP

1
STEP

3

residents and groups in three 
neighbourhoods – Moorpark, 
Roystonhill, and Greenock Town 
Centre & East. This support 
programme involved three main 
stages.

Working closely with individuals 
and groups in each of the target 
areas, the CEiS team delivered 
launch events, community 
consultations, stakeholder meetings, 
visioning sessions, project ideas 
facilitation sessions, one-to-one 
technical support, and partnership 
facilitation.

This rapid and highly successful 
programme is now giving rise 
to a range of benefits for local 
communities.

£1.2m
funding secured for 6 
projects in Roystonhill

£830k
funding secured for 4 

groups in Greenock Town 
Centre and East

£650k
funding secured for 3 
groups in Moorpark
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MOORPARK

5 groups applied for 

Stage 2 funding

3 groups have received 

project funding totalling 

£650k

2 other groups have 

funding decisions pending

GREENOCK TOWN 
CENTRE & EAST

7 Groups applied for 

Stage 2 project funding

4 groups received 

project funding totalling

£830k

3 other projects have 

funding decisions pending

ROSYTONHILL

7 ideas were developed 

for Stage 2 project 

funding

6 projects have 

received funding totalling 

£1.2million

1 project still has a 

funding decision pending

2011 Outputs

OUTCOMES

The outcomes arising 
or planned relate to:

Young people

Community 
engagement

Confidence building

Training/Skills 
development

Volunteering

Community capacity 
building

Employment

Health and wellbeing

Family support

Progress made under the Our Place 
programme during 2011 will be 
consolidated and built upon during 
2012 and beyond.
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impacting 
internationally

With a track record that extends to almost 30 

years of pioneering work, the CEiS Group is 

well placed to provide value, raise awareness 

and build the capacity of social enterprise in 

Scotland, the UK and internationally.
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Influence in Scotland

For more than five years 
Scotland has enjoyed 
growing political and 
financial support for the 
development of social 
enterprise. Along the 
way we have sought to 
contribute knowledge, 
influence, and ideas to 
ensure that Scotland stays 
at the forefront of social 
enterprise support globally.

With no plans to grow our 
organisation beyond our current 
geography in West Central 
Scotland, we are committed to 
increasing our impact through 
collaboration. Our first instinct is 
to work in partnership for contract 
delivery, even when working alone 
might be less complicated.

In 2011 new partnerships were 
formed at national and international 
levels. Our programme with KPMG 
and MacRoberts broke new ground 
in our work with the commercial 
sector. Our formation of an LLP 
with Senscot and Social Firms 
Scotland set us on a common 
path to maximise social enterprise 
opportunities while demonstrating 
that our sector has capacity, 
expertise, and ability to innovate.

During the year CEiS has worked 
to influence and support local 
and national policy and strategy 
through:

• Working with third sector 
partners to establish the 
Glasgow Third Sector Forum 
and to deliver the Glasgow Third 
Sector Interface

• Agreeing to work with Glasgow 
Regeneration Agency to ensure 
social enterprises in Glasgow are 
effectively supported

• Representing the Third Sector 
on the Glasgow Community 
Planning Partnership Executive 
Committee and the One Glasgow 
Programme Board

• Working with Glasgow Social 
Enterprise Network and the 
Senscot networks to develop 
and deliver local social 
enterprise strategy

• Collaborating with key 
intermediaries such as Social 
Enterprise Scotland, Senscot, 
and Social Firms Scotland to 
assist the development of the 
social enterprise movement in 
Scotland

• Working with the Scottish 
Government, Business Gateway 
and Scottish Enterprise to ensure 

the economic contribution of 
social enterprise is recognised in 
national structures and initiatives 
supporting business growth

• Working with public authorities 
to ensure that enterprising third 
sector organisations are at the 
heart of regeneration, economic 
growth and community 
development initiatives

• Organising a national social 
enterprise conference each 
September that highlights 
emerging themes, takes stock of 
progress, and informs strategic 
developments on a national 
stage.

NEW CONTRACT IN 2012: 

Social Enterprise Exchange

In 2011 CEiS Events secured the contract to deliver Social Enterprise Exchange 

(27 March 2012 in Glasgow) on behalf of Social Enterprise Scotland and Social 

Enterprise UK. This event will merge for one year only the established Voice and S2S 

events, and will be the world’s largest social enterprise gathering.

Between April and December 2011, CEiS Events worked to ensure that benefits from 

the event are optimised and broadly shared for partners across the UK:

• Developing a social enterprise supply chain that sets a new standard for sector 

events with 23 of the 26 suppliers being social enterprises. This includes 5 social 

enterprise catering businesses working in partnership to provide hospitality to 

1,250 people.

• Taking time to analyse the similarities and differences in the Scottish and UK 

policy environments and anticipating how these are becoming increasingly 

distinct.  With an independence/devolution debate being played out at political 

level, this is impacting on our approaches to public service reform and will have a 

bearing on a range of areas from employment to welfare benefits.

• Creating a tremendous networking and trading opportunity that will allow social 

enterprises and their support agencies to promote their offering and to engage 

with existing and new customers.

CEiS has worked to ensure that our worldwide social enterprise movement is 

collaborative while being business focused. The attendance of 1,250 participants 

from 24 countries is an indication of the appetite for learning and sharing that is a 

distinguishing feature of social enterprise today.

NEW
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Events with National and
International significance:
The CEiS Annual
Conference 2011

The CEiS 2011 annual conference brought 

together 220 social enterprise leaders, 

practitioners, supporters, and policy makers. It delivered 

a programme that challenged, informed and facilitated 

networking with colleagues from across the social 

enterprise sector.

The conference content focussed on how best to 

achieve organisational sustainability and growth in a 

tough economic climate. It drew on best practice in 

Scotland and internationally and touched on the hot 

topics for the sector (e.g. public sector procurement, 

third sector interfaces, the Scottish Government strategy 

for social enterprise).

Following the conference, CEiS received extremely 

positive feedback from delegates:

• 100% found the organisation of the event to be Good 

or Excellent

• 100% believed the event had either met or exceeded 

their expectations

• 93% found the conference programme to be Good or 

Excellent.

A range of follow-up actions were also reported by 

delegates, ranging from individual networking to 

collaborative ventures.

Case Study:
CEiS ANNUAL CONFERENCE

The standard just 
keeps getting better 
and better. Without a 

doubt, Scotland’s premier social 
enterprise event of 
the year and by some 
distance.

Conference delegate
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International Influence:
Creating the conditions
for Social Enterprise to
Flourish in Canada

Case Study:
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE IN CANADA

During 2011 CEiS supported the development of social 

enterprise in Canada:

• Deepening our strategic partnership with Enterprising Non-

Profits in Vancouver, to include staff exchange, shared strategy, 

event planning, and collaborating on community benefits in 

procurement.

• Working with social enterprise intermediaries in Canada to 

exchange social purchasing experiences and tools between 

Glasgow Commonwealth Games 2014 and the Pan Am Games 

Toronto/Hamilton 2015.

• Supporting the Social Enterprise Council of Canada conference 

in Halifax Nova Scotia to establish relationships in policy making 

and social purchasing.

• Supporting the planning and organisation of the 2013 Social 

Enterprise World Forum in Calgary.
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Putting Scotland on a Global Stage

Across the world countries 
are waking up to the 
potential of social  
enterprise. Its growing 
reputation has put the CEiS 
Group at the centre of a 
global network of partners 
working to create an 
international environment 
where social enterprise can 
flourish.

While many solutions are to be 
found in our own communities, 
the economic, social and cultural 
context for our social enterprises is 
so diverse that our perspectives and 
strategies can be enhanced through 
an international perspective.

CEiS has therefore worked with the 
Scottish Government and partner 
agencies within the social enterprise 
movement to improve our 
understanding of social innovation 
across the world. Likewise, we have 
worked with international partners 
to increase worldwide awareness 
of our vision for social enterprise in 
Scotland.

Facilitating international learning

CEiS has led five international social enterprise study visit 
programmes on four continents with participation from the Scottish 
Government, local authorities, public agencies, social enterprise 
intermediaries, and a large number of social enterprise leaders. The 
experiences gained from these programmes have influenced current 
approaches to social investment, scaling businesses, and social 
impact. These programmes have built relationships that contribute to 
the social enterprise movement in Scotland being perhaps the most 
cohesive in the world. In practice this means a shared vision with 
government, a good appreciation of our social enterprise landscape, 
and relationships that support partnership development and 
collaboration over competition.
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Ready for Business in 
Canada
 
Continuing our strategic 
partnership with Enterprising 
Non-profits through our mutual 
programmes and common work 
themes.

Replicating Success 
from Denmark

Assisting Specialisterne 
Denmark to develop their 
international network of 
enterprises supporting people 
with ASD to utilise their 
specialist skills.

Supporting Social 
Enterprise in SE Asia

Working with the British Council 
to support social entrepreneurs 
to understand and engage with 
the social enterprise movement 
in Scotland.

Eyes of the World on
South Africa in 2011
 
Supporting the delivery of 
the Social Enterprise World 
Forum in Johannesburg and 
organising an international 
study visit programme to 
Cape Town.

Learning from Brazil 
in 2012

Supporting the planning 
and organisation of the 
2012 Social Enterprise 
World Forum and 
associated study tour in Rio 
de Janeiro.

CEiS on the international stage
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summing up

A year that started with a high degree 

of uncertainty concluded with a 

record volume of business secured in 

employability and business support 

services. If 2011 was about “moving and 

securing” 2012 will be about “delivery 

and impact”.
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It is challenging for all when 
companies and services face an 
uncertain future, but despite these 
circumstances the CEiS Group had 
very low staff turnover in 2011 and 
very high staff commitment. This 
allowed us to continue to focus on 
delivering strong outcomes while 
building on this to secure very 
significant contracts that will shape 
our delivery in 2012, and with it our 
ability to achieve maximum impact 
in our communities in the coming 
years.

We are committed to continually improving the way that we gather 
performance information and report on our full impact.

Having now started to present impact information in a single place and 
format, we will introduce a number of significant enhancements during 
2012. This will include:

• Establishing an all-encompassing social impact framework that will 
establish key outcome indicators across the Group

• Building longer term impact tracking into our social enterprise 
support programmes, to ensure that we capture our full impact on 
organisational growth and resilience

• Strengthening systems to measure the “distance travelled” by 
individuals that receive our support, using appropriate outcome 
measurement tools

• Testing simplified and standardised systems to measure the Social 
Return on Investment (SROI) for our key programmes, using 
enabling technologies such as Social E-Valuator

• Producing richer, more regular, and more comprehensive case study 
evidence to illustrate impact across all of our main services.

Strengthening Impact Measurement in 2012



CEiS was established 

in 1984 to provide 

training, support and finance for community 

businesses. We are a successful social 

enterprise that now works with individuals, 

enterprises and communities throughout 

Scotland and internationally. Our added 

value centres on our ability to bring a 

business perspective to the achievement of 

social and economic objectives.
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